
Binary Options Broker Versus Forex Broker: How Do They
Differ?   Over the past several years, binary options trading has
grown significantly, but this does not always indicate that it is the
best investment for everyone. Although binary and forex trading may
have considerable profit possibilities, they are very different and
might not be able to meet all of your demands. Find out which one
fits you the best. Since you may create an account with an STP
broker (direct market access, the broker is only a middleman) who
has no conflicts of interest with its clients, forex trading is favourable
in terms of the business models of the brokers. The binary options
market is still in its infancy. Brokers offset deals internally using a "B-
Book" because there are no liquidity providers or clearinghouses
(except in the US, where there are two licensed exchanges, Nadex
and the Cantor Exchange). Depending on client profiles, this
approach also applies to some "market maker" forex brokers;
transactions are not always delivered straight to the market; instead,
the brokers may decide to take positions that counter yours. There is
nothing improper as long as they don't influence prices and traders
who benefit may quickly withdraw their money, so this does not
necessarily imply that they are dishonest. The fact that brokers who
engage in "B-Booking" have a conflict of interest with their customers
is not a secret, nevertheless. Binary brokers profit when customers
lose, and the reverse is also true. Because most traders lose money,
brokers can afford to use this approach. Binary options and forex
brokers are both financial trading platforms that allow traders to
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speculate on the price movements of various assets. However, there
are several key differences between the two:  

Trading Options: Binary options offer traders a limited number1.
of trading options, such as high/low, one-touch, and boundary
options. Forex brokers offer a more comprehensive range of
trading options, including spot forex trading, futures contracts,
and options trading.

 

Risk Management: Binary options have a fixed payout and expiry2.
time, which means that traders know exactly how much they
stand to gain or lose before they enter a trade. Forex brokers
offer more flexible risk management tools such as stop-loss
orders and limit orders.

 

Leverage: Forex brokers offer higher leverage than binary3.
options brokers. This means that traders can control larger
positions with smaller amounts of capital.

 

Market Access: Forex brokers provide access to a wider range of4.
markets than binary options brokers. Traders can trade
currencies, commodities, stocks, indices and more through forex
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brokers.

 

Regulation: Forex brokers are generally more heavily regulated5.
than binary options brokers. This means that traders can have
greater confidence in the safety and security of their funds when
trading through a regulated forex broker.

  In summary, while both binary options and forex brokers offer
opportunities for financial trading, they differ in terms of the range of
trading options available, risk management tools offered, leverage
available to traders, market access provided and regulatory
oversight.   SOURCE: www.pipsafe.com
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